, and it is noted that her characterization of the image of @m carries over to the integer valued case. The stnlaure found in characterizing ket @ is then used to study ker &. In particular, it is shown that a quotient of ker 6" is a semidirect product for each even n div@yg 2g -2.
Since Qi extends the symplectic representation p, it is immediate that ker @t 9. Moreover, the fact that the action of .% on winding numbers is nontrivial implies that ker @ is a proper subgroup of 9. In order to understand ker @, then, it is nece=y to study @I,. The representation @ is calculated on an infinite set of generators for 9, giving rise to a characterization of ker @.
Let S be the closed surface obtained from S by attaching a Z-disc aiang 5as boundary, and 2 its mapping class group. 
Moreover, it is shown that, for n even and dividing 2g -2, a quotient of G,, = ker & is a semidirect product. It is interesting to note that in [gf Sipe shows that im & is a semidirect product for n odd, and that a quotient of ker & is a semidirect product for n even. T'he paper is organixed as follows. Section 1 is preliminary in nature, describing the tools needed to define @. Section 2 provides the main treatment of the tion @, and Theorem 2.2 gives the desired geometric interpretation of ax. of the crossed homomorphisms e, is used to calculate @ on generators of 3; obtaining a characterization of ker @. The calculations are then furthered to more general diffeomorphisms in §. The relationship between the 4i& of J@ discovered by Sipe and the representation @ of .4X is studied in Section 3. In particular, the results of Section 2 are used to reveal more of the structure of the groups Gsn = ker @".
Remark. The representation Cp was actually found in a somewhat di&rent context from that described in this paper. Squier, in [9], describes a method of defining two-parameter representations of Artin groups. The group A admits a presentation with "Artin group" and two extra relations (see [lO] )-The question of when these two extra relations are satisfied was asked. This happens precisely when the specialization t = -s-* is made, where (0, s) are the parameters itg $ juier's work. In that case, it turned out that the remaining parameter occured only trivially, and the resulting representation was Qz. From this point of view, Theorem 2.2 is surprising indeed.
Preliminaries and notation
In this section the necessary background information and definitions are given. 
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Recall that the representation @, which will be described, extends the symplectic representation; therefore, the kernel of @ is contained in .%. In order to understand ker @, it is necessary to know more about the structure of the group .%. Toward this end, two special types of curves on S are distinguished which will give rise to important classes of maps in §. is actually generated by BP maps of genus one. To derive the corresponding result for 9, ga 3, one notes that 3 is a quotient of .% (see exact sequences (l-l), (1.2)). Thus 3 is also generated by BP maps of genus one, for g a 3. Moreover, in the process of proving the exactness of sequence (1.2), Johnson shows that n,( T$) c 9 i ge~rated by Wrnqs of maximal genus; i.e., of genus g -1. This fact will be used in determining how to obtain representations of ## frarn G! = .
The case g = 2 is a bit different. In this case, Johnson showed that 9 is generated by BP maps of genus one together with BSCC maps. Note that when g = 2, any BP map is of maximal genus, thus P,( T,s) is the group of BP maps. The subgroup of .% (respectively 3 ) generated by all BSCC maps will be denoted by X (respectively 9). It will be shown that Xc ker @; therefore, BP maps of genus one will be of primary importance when calculating @I4 for all g 2 2.
1.2.
Some properties of the unit tangent bundle, which will be needed later, are reviemd in this paragraph. Let S have some Riemannian structure, inducing a IIO !! iju 
1.3.
In this section, the definition of winding numbers of curves on surfaces is given, as well as a review of some of their properties. An interpretation of winding numbers in terms of intersections in T,S is also given. This definition is particularly useful for the calculations required in the proof of Theorem 2.2. The crossed homomorphism e, is then defined, and some of its properties outlined. In particular, the behavior of the e, under composition in J# is calculated. This formula will suggest a way to define representations QX of A. First, Remark 2 on p. 221 of [l] is reproduced. 
The rqmsentation Qi :A t, KS
In this section the representation ex is defined using the crossed homomorphism e,, and the dependence of ex on the vector field X is studied. The definition of winding numbers is used to show that ex calculates the action of A on fi,. As a result of this geometric interpretation, the image of A under #x is denoted by qx. The representation @I9 is then studied. In particular, the image of .% under QT is characterized along with ker a. 
W)
The following theorem gives the desire& geometric interpretation of the representation @,.. ( 'y, a,), . . . , (y, b,) ), the proof will be cornplete. The calculation preceding the proposition showed that e,(fo) = W-J,, 4, -. . 9 (a,, b,)) = !e,MJM, . l . 3 eLhd?+J~; Define the subgroups %"n similarly, the requirement being that (Cr=, 2x ) = 0 in A) rather than H, . The subgroups %g,n will be useful in studying the structure of the groups Gg,n of [7, 8] .
In order to characterize ker @, Corollary 2.5 will be used together with the following fact about the group Xc 9 generated by Dehn twists on BSCCs. Chillingworth shows in [2] that, if y is a SCC, the following formula is satisfied:
for any curve /3 on S. if y is a BSCC, then (y, ~3) = 0, and formula (2.14) shows that Ty E ker @. Since ST is generated by such maps, Xc ker @.
7&e mapping class group At
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Corollary 2.7. For g 2 3, % = ker #.
Proof. Recalling that 9 is generated by BP maps of genus one, this is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.5 and Definition 2.6. 0
Remark. The case g = 2 is special. For the purposes of this paper, it suffices to say that it can be shown that X= ker @.
Corollary 2.5 can also be used to characterize im @I$. 
